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Joan Rivers’ ‘Haunted’ New York City Penthouse Hits The
Market For $38 Million
Ghost kitchen operator C3 is bringing its dining brands to brick-and-
mortar locations with the launch of Citizens, a hybrid dining option
offering in-person as well as pickup and delivery services.
Netflix’s ‘Fear Street’ Trilogy Trailer Might Fill The ‘Stranger
Things’-Sized Hole In Your Life
In the center of New York City’s spring greenery, artist Maya Lin
has installed the leafless, brown trunks of 49 dead Atlantic white
cedar trees in a Manhattan park. The installation is a “Ghost ...
Maya Lin’s Insufficiently Haunting Ghost Forest
A new public art installation by Maya Lin is made up of 49 dead trees from
New Jersey that were inundated with saltwater due to rising sea levels.
In New York, artist Maya Lin's 'Ghost Forest' warns on rising sea water
Whether it’s the books and the show, you probably already know R.
L. Stine for his tame, teen-friendly Goosebumps series, but Netflix is
bringing a new trilogy to their streaming service and this time ...
Trilogy International Partners Inc. Announces
Receipt of Consents Required to Extend the
Maturity of its Debt to May 2023
Joan Rivers immaculate New York City penthouse is
on the market, once again, for $38 million. It’s
also reportedly haunted, according to the late
Rivers, who famously hired a voodoo priestess to
rid a ...
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Joan Rivers’ Upper East Side penthouse is on
sale! The place of late comedian and tv host
called home for 28 years would cost the next
owner $38 million. The apartment with
incredible views of the ...
Artist Maya Lin creates a ‘Ghost Forest’ in
New York
When my parents fled the Soviet Union, they
also fled the omnipresent slogan that haunted
their childhoods: “Beat the Jews, Save
Russia.” That was simply the Soviet way.
Today, some Jews in what were ...

Joan Rivers' Opulent--and Haunted!--New
York City Penthouse Could Be Yours for $38
Million
Maya Lin’s Ghost Forest is a temporary
public art installation in New York City’s
Madison Square Park. On a stretch of green,
ten blocks south of the Empire State
Building, it consists of a group of ...
UPDATE: Paranormal Investigator Visits
Western New York Mom’s Dishwasher Ghost
[PHOTOS]
So what do you know about ghost kitchens?
No, the establishments also known as
delivery-only restaurants or virtual
kitchens aren’t the next horror movie
franchise coming your way. In fact, you may
...
"Ghost Forest" by Maya Lin in Madison Square Park
in New York
A commentary on climate change titled "Ghost
Forest" stands in Madison Square Park in New York
City on Tuesday, May 11, 2021. Ghost Forest by
American designer and sculptor Maya Lin has
transplanted ...

Stacey Abrams has deal for 2 more political
thrillers
Nearly 20 years after her first novels were
published, Stacey Abrams is hitting full
stride as a writer. The voting rights
activist, grassroots organizer and former
Georgia Democratic gubernatorial ...

MAYA HAWKE as HEATHER. Cr: Netflix © 2021 Pack
your bags because we’re about to spend July in
Shadyside, Ohio. Netflix has just released the
first teaser for Fear Street, its series of
horror movies ...
Western New York Mom Has a Ghost That Unloads
the Dishwasher
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Striking photos show a 'ghost forest' in the
middle of a New York City park - an art
installation that's a haunting reminder of the
ongoing climate crisis
A New York City luxury condo once owned by Joan
Rivers is back on the market with a $38 million
asking price. The late legendary comedienne and E!
host lived in the 5,100-square-foot, 11-room
triplex, ...
Netflix ups R. L. Stine to an R rating for a new
movie trilogy
Leslie Kean, who has also written about UFOs for
The New York Times, has studied the subject of
death, ghosts and the potential afterlife quite
extensively in her book and Netflix documentary
...

C3 blending ghost kitchens with in-person
dining
"This is a grove of Atlantic Cedars... victims
of saltwater inundation from rising seas due
to climate change," said Lin, designer of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, DC.
"They're called, ...

Netflix’s Fear Street Trilogy Is Giving Off
Cruel SummerMeets AHS: Coven Vibes
The Fear Street books from horror author R.
L. Stine are making a comeback as three
Netflix movies released back-to-back. The
'90s series spanned more than 50 books,
with the source material slightly ...
Opinion: Old haunts, new ghost
A local mom had us gripped with the story of
paranormal activity seemingly originating from her
kitchen. Niki Hotaling says it began with balloons
from her daughter's recent birthday, floating
around ...

Fear Street on Netflix: RL Stine gets rated R
in new movie trilogy
Everyone loves a good ghost story, but what if
you were part of it? I came across this story
on Facebook and I am fully invested. Niki is a
mom from Gasport, and she posted the following
story on her ...
Joan Rivers’ ‘haunted’ New York penthouse is back
on the market
R.L. Stine’s "Fear Street" series is being into
three films on Netflix.
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